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The Operating System
that Ate Las Vegas
T FALL COMDEX, it

A

became obvious that
Microsoft is willing to

do what it takes to make

Windows NT succeed, but
IBM has a talk-and-no-action approach to OS/2.
Microsoft gobbled up
an enormous amount of floor space at Comdex and,
even more impressive, devoted the most and best of its
square footage to its independent software vendors.
Microsoft gave itself a separate, smaller booth down on
the lower floor. The Windows NT portion of the ISV exhibit was itself an entire monstrous trade show, with
hundreds of third-party products being shown-many
already shipping.
Microsoft has obviously figured out that this is not a
"top five apps" business. It's the top 5,000: You have to
have everything, including all the shareware stuff and
all the products that only sold two copies. People want
choice, and they expect the systems vendor to understand that. Microsoft does.
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Everywhere you looked at Comdex
there was Windows NT-on all kinds of
machines, from low-cost clones to notebooks to symmetric multiprocessors to
MIPS R/ 4000 RISC machines to DEC
Alpha PCs. The message was clear: NT is
gaining wide support; it really is portable
technology and really is the same system
on each hardware architecture.
I found that the port of my own product from the Intel 80x86 version of NT to
the MIPS version took about a week. Most
of that went into simple cleanup of any
Intel-isms or Microsoft C-isms in the code.
Having done that once, it certainly looks
like moving to the other NT platforms is
going to be simple. Just before Comdex I
got my first up-close look at an Alpha machine in one of DEC's porting labs. After
working only 10 hours, I had a working
Alpha version of my C shell, which I was
able to demonstrate at Comdex.
To get 95,000 lines of code running
on a new processor in that amount of
time- especially considering that NT itself had been up and running on the
Alpha only a couple weeks earlier-is
saying a whole lot more about the quality
and consistency of NT than it is about
any porting skills that I might have.
Another point raised by all these machines is that there is clearly not going to
be any shortage of affordable, fast hardware capable of running NT and running
it really well. The Alpha PC makes that
point particularly well: Here's a machine
with a 128MHz superscalar RISC processor with 32MB of RAM, a 400MB hard
disk, a 2.88MB fl oppy disk drive, a
1280x l024-resolution color display,
Ethernet and cartridge tape that Digital
claims it's marketing for under $10,000. I
never expected personal supercomputers
to arrive so soon.
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To say that all this optimism for NT
stands in stark contrast to IBM's situation
with OS/2 is putting it mildly. On the
Comdex floor TBM had much less exhiqit
area and, what it did have, it mostly devoted to its OEM peripherals (disk drives
and so on) and to its new ValuePoint ("if
you can't beat 'em, clone 'em") line. All its

OS/2 ISVs were jammed into a tiny conference room way off from the main floor
down a long corridor; I had to ask directions to figure out where it was hidden.
Only the IBMers I talked with seemed
unfazed by the attention being given to
NT. After telling them that the NT version of my own product has been out-
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selling the OS/2 version by about six to
one-a typical IBM response was, "How
can that be? NT's not even real, yet."
The point is, however, that when anyone with a credit card and $69 can buy
the NT Software Development Kit, it's
pretty darn real. And when the quality of
the current NT beta is actually better
than that of the released OS/2 2.0, all of
us developers have to sit up and take notice. (I have yet to crash either the July or
October builds of NT; OS/2 2.0 still crashes regularly for me under the CSet/2 debugger, most recently blowing away an
entire HPFS partition in the process.)
The one area in which IBM still seems
to be doing well with OS/2 is with the
raised floor crowd. Indications are that a
number of large MIS operations are
building in-house applications on OS/2
for distribution throughout their organizations. The bad news for IBM is that
these folks don't tend to make for a viable shrink-wrap market, because of their
tendency to standardize. They might buy
10,000 copies of WordPerfect, but they
certainly don't buy five copies each of
2,000 products.
The implication for small vendors is
that these big companies aren't a great
market. Yes, if the ISVs are lucky, one of
these places might buy 10,000 copies,
but they're more likely-especially considering their preference for large vendors- to buy zero. Inescapably, to have a
thriving market with lots of product selection you also need a lot of individual
buyers. And that means you need solid
retail or consumer participation.
Even for the big MIS shops there is an
advantage in having a lot of selection:
More competition does mean less expensive, better products that do a better job.
Unless IBM can dramatically broaden
OS/2's appeal, not even the traditional
Big Blue customers are likely to be satisfied indefinitely. Even before it has been
formally released, it's looking more and
more like NT has won. •
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